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Linsey Knight   @KnightLife99 
@Dankiiemcfro @beth_morton hosts #MigraineChat its once a month and is actually tonight! 6pm UK time or if you are in the States I
think it’s 1pm ET 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: 2 1/2 hours until #MigraineChat (1pm EST)! We will talk about #migraine research: how to find it, understand it,
and what… 

Mikaela @Iris_and_Honey 
RT @nicolethomp27: Does anyone else get really bad gastroparesis with migraines? Anything help you? #migraine #neisvoid
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat. Thanks for being here today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time,
take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your host,
tweeting from Vermont where all I will say is that it’s my birthday month, so I picked a topic close to my heart! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, two tips: (1) Please include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation easier & so they
are included in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Standing reminders: - Twitter is a public forum. Only share what is comfortable for you. - Please don’t use GIFs or other flashing
media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

Linsey Knight   @KnightLife99 
Hi #MigraineChat im tweeting from Worcestershire UK - the night is drawing out this evening and staying lighter which is good - spring
is on its way! Hope you are all ok? 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Alex here! Not so patiently waiting for it to be Spring #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Katie here, from the UK, where spring certainly feels like it's springing. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hi Beth, happy early birthday!  I’m Sarah from California, looking forward to this topic and getting back into the
#MigraineChat groove. 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton  I’m awake! I can play!! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I love research. I'm a trained researcher! But I know not everyone is as into this stuff as me! So I wanted to see how you all think
about! Ready for Q1? #MigraineWorldSummit. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton And a very happy birthday, when it comes. Enjoy your research binge! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. How frequently do you read research on #migraine topics? This could be primary sources (e.g., journal articles) or summaries of
research written/shared by others. #MigraineChat https://t.co/xJ3kIXTpS1 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How frequently do you read research on #migraine topics? This could be primary sources (e.g., journal
articles) or sum… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Re: spring - me too! #MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton RK from Australia, it’s 4am, and already hot. Looking forward to things cooling down in about a month. #migrainechat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. It used to be frequent for me, especially early after I applied for disability. Now I mostly read research on my own
regarding drugs and I do read probably half of the research you share if I see it. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D from Florida, surprised to be having a good day after a very event filled and just a bit stressful yesterday. Resting
with an iced soy latte for this #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1: I regularly read #migraine research, probably on a near-daily basis. #MigraineChat  

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect @beth_morton Ooh a latte sounds like it would hit the spot! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I don't do this very frequently, though there are a couple of accounts/organisations that I trust so I tend to have a glance at
whatever they disseminate. #MigraineChat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton I’m Sage, in the San Francisco Bay Area. I’m excited about today’s topic, given that I love research given my
background as a PhD in the hard sciences. Hi to everyone! #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight   @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Sorry beth #MigraineChat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

Bella Ciao @CrynJohannsen 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I read it as frequently as I come across it, so a few times a month really. I try to do a big review quarterly though to see if I’ve missed
anything important. #MigraineChat

RK Crosby @ktxby 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How frequently do you read research on #migraine topics? This could be primary sources (e.g., journal
articles) or sum… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ktxby Same. It's a toss up on the dissertation vs. migraine reading. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@KnightLife99 @beth_morton This is where I am, I used to read so much more and I want to get back into it but I find difficulty getting
myself to seek out source material beyond what directly impacts me #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect Great approach! #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: This is very hard to quantify for me — I research when my symptoms allow me to (& loved ones help with this a
lot). What I try to do is find articles/patient stories that are insightful/illuminating & organize into an iCloud folder to reference back to.
#MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1: Less often that I would like. I’m quite new to the migraine world, since my migraines are new onset with my
#LongCovid. It’s a struggle for me to do as much research as I want, since long-form reading has been hard for me during my
ongoing 21-wk migraine. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner I have so many saved to my Pocket account and they seem to go there to never been seen again!! #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I am definitely enjoying it, regularly making cold brew is proving to be a good choice in these
warming times. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Where and how do you find #migraine research? Who do you follow (especially on Twitter): any researchers, journals, or
organizations you want to recommend? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Mo1YU0E28D 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1 cont’d: I really appreciate the work of @beth_morton and others to synthesize and summarize important research,
and to respond to questions of people like me here on twitter. I look forward to being able to read more research as I (hopefully)
continue to improve. #MigraineChat

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton My PhD is done now, so I can indulge a bit more. For me, understanding what is physically going on in my brain and
how my brain works differently has been a game changer. At the moment that info is only in the research materials. #migrainechat 

Zareen Syed @zareensyed 
@beth_morton Zareen here! It's also my birthday month and I just love that upcoming spring breeze wafting through the air :) Never
joined #MigraineChat before but happy to be here! Been suffering from recurring visual aura migraines for several years now. 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@sagetoko @beth_morton Long form reading is the worst! That’s one reason I read less, but I try and sift through and maybe read
some abstracts to save for later. I also notice I can read patient stories and blogs a lot easier than research with migraine brain
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@zareensyed Welcome and happy birthday month to you! #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton HA — I’ve been there with Pocket. My iCloud folder is full of screenshots, not super well organized at all, tbh. But I do
often say to friends that with chronic illness, it feels like you have to become a student of your own condition. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.1: I’m signed up for daily #migraine Google alerts. Much of it is noise, but I also get a bunch of research articles in that. I also am
on a few migraine org mailing lists, but mostly, I follow researchers, journals, and news orgs that publish research summaries.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. My two biggies are @beth_morton and @MigraineTrust. I also found @MigraineSummit really informative last year.
#MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. (I follow this awesome researcher @beth_morton I think you know her) but I mostly seek out info on Google. I
don’t find many migraine orgs to be of use for anything other than summaries so I try and find the source materials. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight   @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: A2.1: I’m signed up for daily #migraine Google alerts. Much of it is noise, but I also get a bunch of research
articles in… 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton I'm Nicole living in Kalamazoo, MI. I specialized in pain mgmt, esp. pediatric, in grad sch for clinical health psych.
Didn't get to finish my PhD b/c of my health but am still interested in both reading and helping w/ research when I'm able.
#migrainechat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2: I follow @beth_morton! ;P #MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@HemingwayMuse @sagetoko @beth_morton Have you tried something like Neurology Live (YouTube channel) or
@MigraineDisordr’s minute long videos? There is lots of nerdy research info you don’t have to read. #migrainechat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @nicolethomp27: Does anyone else get really bad gastroparesis with migraines? Anything help you? #migraine #neisvoid
#migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@ktxby @sagetoko @beth_morton @MigraineDisordr Sounds like a great option! I don’t personally consume video content at all, but
I didn’t know this was out there so that could really help other folks #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Mostly Google alerts, @beth_morton is a fantastic person to follow for anyone who is looking to find more research, organizations I
found are good for summarizing but if I want to know more, I’ll almost definitely have to trace backwards. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.2: As a primary source, @HeadacheJournal is great. For summaries, I like @neurology_live and the podcasts/quick updated that
@MigraineDisordr @NHF and @HeadsUpNMC put out. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @ktxby: @HemingwayMuse @sagetoko @beth_morton Have you tried something like Neurology Live (YouTube channel) or
@MigraineDisordr’s minut… 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A2 various websites/charities and blogs, its a bit hit and miss at the moment - im fairly new to twitter though and
#MigraineChat is the best source of real advice! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. What have been some pitfalls to having so much #migraine information - of all types - at your fingertips? How do you make sure
you are consuming/following reliable sources? #MigraineChat https://t.co/pPriHCq99k 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: I became chronic & intractable due to concussion/PCS, so I’ve found myself especially lately veering more toward
that research for myself, personally. I appreciate ‘mollyparkerpt’ from Concussion Compass on Instagram, as one example.
#MigraineChat 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton A1. Currently, I struggle to keep up on research but read articles when I come upon them #migrainechat 

Katherine M. Moss @Cambridgeport90 
RT @beth_morton: A2.2: As a primary source, @HeadacheJournal is great. For summaries, I like @neurology_live and the
podcasts/quick updated… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton A2: I became chronic & intractable due to concussion/PCS, so I’ve found myself especially lately
veering more… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @AdriaCL1: #migrainechat #neisvoid Was a MRI or CAT scan part of your migraine diagnosis or have you had one since then? If
so, did the… 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: A2.2: As a primary source, @HeadacheJournal is great. For summaries, I like @neurology_live and the
podcasts/quick updated… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A4, Absolutely, fewer paywalled articles. Beyond that, I think a layperson-friendly abstract that defines terms and put statistical
findings in practical context. I have a stats/research background but #migraine research often uses terms that aren’t familiar to me.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. I don’t always know how to apply it to where I’m at. I work closely with my doctor to discuss research and so I’ll
learn and he’ll help me understand how it applies in practice or what the hope will be for new meds in clinical settings #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 cont. the information isn’t accessible and often sharing it can be hard. I try my hardest when research interests me
to create my own summaries and articles that can be more broadly consumed so non-researchers have access to new developments.
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
Hi, #MigraineChat! I'm Sari from Boston joining in late because I was conducting some research of my own (not migraine related) and
had a testing session. 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton @ahsheadache @NHF @MigraineDisordr @MigraineTrust @amfmigraine @NatMigraineCtr @MigraineIreland
@AusNZHeadSoc A2 cont: And y’know lots of others. I follow a few researchers studying migraine like @faradoost and a few docs
like @williambyoung59 but most of my migraine research comes through alerts or emails. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3. Sorting through sources that aren’t trustworthy. I look at the source, consider any conflicts of interest, look at the quality of the
research/information. If anyone’s interested, I’ve given talks on what I look at to judge reliability/validity of research. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Especially When my body is being less agreeable, it can feel overwhelming to try and sort through everything that exists. I look at
whether a piece of information is endorsed by a group or person I trust and also at whether other sources corroborate in any way.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. For me, it's about making it proportionate to my own experience. It's easy to get hung up on content that's not actually relevant for
you. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3: When my ongoing migraine started, it was so hard for me to figure out what might be going on, *and I was in so
much pain dealing with screens that I couldn’t sort through too much info.* I was SO appreciative that @beth_morton listened to my
SX and sent me info. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A3: I have found reading fellow patient stories re: what has worked for them very useful (and it gives me hope!). The
other side of that coin is that migraine is so variant from person to person that what was someone’s solution may not be yours.
#MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton A3: ugh! Finding that thing that I read once that turned out to be really important!! For example, I know I read about a
year ago this great piece on how neuro’s know keeping diaries is bad for patients. Haven’t been able to find it since. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect This is a great tip! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Great point. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A3 Ive read misleading research, ive even questioned research on here with charities putting out the wrong info. I
would also like things simplified! 😆#MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. What would make it easier to access and understand #migraine research? If it feels inaccessible, what are some of the reasons
(e.g., not having full text, not understanding scientific/statistical terms, no time to read it, brain fog/other symptoms, etc.)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/m8sP9nUF04 

Sage @sagetoko 
I have to duck out of #MigraineChat for a while, I’ll come back later and answer the other questions! Thanks as always for organizing,
@beth_morton ! 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. I am an archivist at a university with a med school who works on our library discovery platform/catalog (what my
testing was for today) so I use migraine research as my test searches. Honestly, I also keep an eye on what @beth_morton is
tweeting about.... #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@sagetoko Of course, see you later! #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2 cont. I also have a friend with chronic migraine who does stats work for migraine research (and other research)
who sends me things. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A4, Fewer paywalled articles. Beyond that, I think a layperson-friendly abstract that defines terms and puts the statistical findings in
practical context. I have a stats/research background, but #migraine research often uses terms that aren’t familiar to me.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A4, cont: Also, just having a clear brain to digest complicated information is hard for me since my #migraine attacks became chronic.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@zareensyed @beth_morton I am a spreadsheet person so have a spreadsheet for this, there are separate columns for personal
experiences which can be helpful or interesting but which I will treat the information from differently than formal studies.
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@sagetoko @beth_morton So glad Beth was able to help you! And that’s such a real Catch-22 with migraine & research (+ a lot of
other things) — symptoms can get in the way of trying to learn more about your own condition. #MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton @grrlintersect Can I just say I’m actually really happy nausea woke me up at stupid o’clock for this. We’re putting a
research blog on the new @migraineaus site with plain English summaries and this is great market research 😁 #migrainechat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I really like it when articles give an estimated reading time. It really helps with prioritisation. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 Ooohh, I like this person already!! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Abstracts that actually discuss the article. Short form summaries and blogs that avoid scientific language or have
clear definitions of terms being used. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ktxby @grrlintersect @migraineaus YESSSS!!! This is something I wish I had the energy to do more of. Happy to help if I can!
#MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. Abstracts that actually discuss the article. Short form summaries and blogs that avoid
scientific langu… 
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: When I read primary source scientific research/papers, a lot of the medical jargon goes way over my head. That’s
why I appreciate write-ups & people like you who synthesize the information in a way that’s easier (for me, at least) to understand.
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A3. Echoing @fabriKatie (h/t), I think one of my greatest pitfalls/challenges is figuring out what applies to me and the
state of my migraine disease (chronic-daily) and how it applies. #MigraineChat https://t.co/orEz0Xf7cK 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner I don't do this enough. I started to make a space on my blog to do it, but it takes SO much time/energy. I know I often
just retweet and wish I could do more to synthesize. #MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton A4: definitely ditch the paywall, but more generally there’s an unnecessary complication to the language used (that is
true of all academic lit!). I find the genetic research in particular impossible to decipher. Overuse of acronyms is also annoying.
#migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton @fabriKatie Yes agreed. Especially if we leave the migraine realm and start to explore where
symptoms overlap with other potential comorbidities. I often end up down rabbit holes I have no business exploring. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Have you ever been part of a clinical trial or other #migraine research study (e.g., surveys, patient registries, focus groups)? If so,
how did you hear about it? What was your experience like? #MigraineChat https://t.co/jzAAnkqogB 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
fewer paywalls and graphs explained thoroughly, sometimes the information is simply displayed in a way that is inaccessible for me to
read using a screen reader and braille display. Also, just more time when my body and brain cooperate with my interest.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Have you ever been part of a clinical trial or other #migraine research study (e.g., surveys, patient registries,
focu… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5. My #migraine attack frequency and comorbidities have always excluded me from clinical trials, but I’ve participated in many
surveys and focus groups. I was also enrolled in a migraine patient registry for a time. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5, cont: A lot of research I find on social media by following migraine organizations like @NHF, @Migrainedotcom and
@CoalitionCHAMP. Given my research background, I’m always interested in supporting migraine research that is sponsored by a
reputable source. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect Yes!! So many of the graphs and charts included don’t include any sort of keys to decipher them it’s horrible.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Yes! Even patient-focused pieces can sometimes be too technical. This is a good resource! #MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton A4 cont: I find interviews with the academic where they explain their work to be far more accessible than even plain
language summaries. The interview format makes them take a step back and explain some of the assumptions that led to the
research. Good context :) #migrainechat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton I feel like you share all kinds of great info #OnHere, even if it’s “just” RT’ing. And I hope my answer didn’t make you
feel like you have to do more. Protect your time/energy/spoons however you need to. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
I have done surveys and focus groups but have mostly been excluded from clinical trials at least in part due to other disabilities, i’ve
found them through social media journals and doctors and I’m always happy to help. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner No, not all! I just wish I had the bandwidth to make what I share more accessible! #MigraineChat

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @beth_morton: A2.2: As a primary source, @HeadacheJournal is great. For summaries, I like @neurology_live and the
podcasts/quick updated… 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Where and how do you find #migraine research? Who do you follow (especially on Twitter): any researchers,
journals, or… 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A5 - Yes - I have been super excited recently - I took part in a UK University Clinical Trial for hypnosis in migraine. Ive
just finished it. I can say so far I have seen migraine reduction - I have asked for the results so I will share. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. I took part in some survey-based research that comprised several stages. It was good for my development but the final
activity/feedback to participants never happened so a bit anticlimactic. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton I feel like you share all kinds of great info #OnHere, even if it’s “just” RT’ing. And I hope my answer
didn’… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. What do *you* think are some of the biggest gaps in #migraine research? What migraine research topics would you ask
researchers to explore if you were invited to advise a panel? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Ud1tv2WEqQ 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I’ve been apart of a pre-clinical trial test group that helped in the development of a lifestyle program thats now in
trial phases. They reached out to me directly but in the process I knew I wasn’t their intended target for who they were helping
#MigraineChat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@beth_morton A5: only the Migraine Australia surveys, which I conducted. Obviously, the experience was fantastic. #migrainechat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton A6 More research into CBD and migraine #MigraineChat 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton A4: No paywalls for sure. But, what I would truly love would be audio versions of research articles. And, it would be so
helpful if there were more non technical summaries available aimed at patients and clinicians. #migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
Yeah imma gonna need a minute to write a very, very long list. BRB. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6.1: I don’t think there’s enough research on those of us with the highest frequency chronic #migraine (CM). We’re often excluded
from clinical trials, our near/daily attacks are often blamed on rebound/MOH. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6.2: I don’t think CM is “just” the high end of the migraine continuum. CM brings with it other factors/comorbidities that compound the
experience. I think we have unique experiences with treatments (side effects/effectiveness). #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. My biggest one is weather and relocation as a migraine therapy. I would love to see data on if moving to a more
stable climate had benefits and I would love to be the test subject. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6.3: I also think movement to expand endpoints of research that are more meaningful to patients is really important. #MigraineChat 
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D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Niche interest of mine but I’ve encountered lots of people who have SOD or ONH and also have migraine, never encountered any
studies on whether there is a connection or why there might be. I would love to have more than personal experience and anecdotal
reports. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A6. I was going to say this, but less well. I honestly feel adrift in the research that does exist -- making guesses and
extrapolations for myself. More research in which my experiences and things closer to my experience are reflected, please.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. The relationship between rest and migraine and how this impacts on daily life, roles, options. (Unless I'm way out of touch and it's
already been well researched.) #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A6. I was going to say this, but less well. I honestly feel adrift in the research that does exist --
making g… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 cont. I would love to see some studies with CGRP and joint pain. This is something I’ve observed anecdotally that
most folks with arthritis experience joint pain onset or worsening with the CGRP preventatives. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any other questions? Thoughts? Research related or not? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Same! (And gepants/abortives). #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: From my own digging, there isn’t enough research/answers on how to treat light sensitivity as its own symptom.
Mine is very, very severe & my biggest hurdle in terms of quality of life. I’d really like to see more emphasis there. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I would also love to sign up for this. Just generally looking at the ways in which weather impacts
migraine more thoroughly please. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@fabriKatie I think this has been researched but with the caveat that sleep is very misunderstood and new science is constantly
coming out making the connections really hard to find! I’m interested in this area too. #MigraineChat 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton #MigraineChat - Just a general CGRP conversation @HemingwayMuse - I sometimes feel like its
a unicorn!!! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you for indulging my research side (& happy to see others as interested)! I’ve talked on how to find and vet sources (research
and other information). If there’s interest in hearing tips, please let me know and we can set up a time to have a little workshop!
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
If you use Discord, feel free to join our #MigraineChat group: https://t.co/DHpmwnCQdI 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton What do you do when research you’ve found challenges/contradicts your doctor’s own set of ideas re: your treatment
paths? #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton I wish there was more cross communication between those who read all the research and those who try and get it out
to the public in easy to read formats. It seems like we’re very separate #MigraineChat 
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Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
@beth_morton Thankyou for another #MigraineChat @beth_morton . . . a little workshop sounds great! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Agreed, we need this more of this research. How do treatments work (or not) for those with various comorbidities - not just what those
comorbidities *are*. And more inclusion of the daily CM folks! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Oh, great question, Sarah! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @SarahLerner: @beth_morton What do you do when research you’ve found challenges/contradicts your doctor’s own set of ideas
re: your trea… 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton Q6: Personally, I wish there was some research on abdominal migraine in adults. I've been preliminary dx'ed with this
after decades of living with it but it's hard to be taken seriously when I can't even point to research to drs whp don't even know it's a
thing #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @nicolethomp27: @beth_morton Q6: Personally, I wish there was some research on abdominal migraine in adults. I've been
preliminary dx'ed… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton May or may not have not dealt with this before... #MigraineChat https://t.co/s6ggdcmqMX 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The hour went fast. I have to hop off, but keep replying if you came in late and I'll be around later. Thanks all! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner I think many have. I'm going to think on this and see if I have ideas. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton For sure, felt like it might be a resonant one in #MigraineChat and am curious about other people’s experiences! (if
they wanna share) 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.1: Social impact of migraine research is probably the most glaring gap for me. Migraine's contribution or relationship with the
gender pay gap, economic productivity, domestic violence, family breakdown, crime, homelessness - all feels like a black hole to me.
#migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.2: There's some research on the impact of migraine in the workplace, how people get 'managed out', can be better supported, but
not enough. Migraine is a v. common condition; the physical work environment needs to be cross-examined for its contribution.
#migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.3: my personal dream is for a whole lot of research into what is great about the migraine brain. We think faster, adapt faster, learn
faster, are great at detail, have 'superpower' hearing/sight etc... can we really get into that and document it? #migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.4: on the medical side, the relationship between migraine and comorbidities is really not well explored. That recent huge French
study about how diabetes is significantly less likely in migraine pts, or the links to dementia also published recently... need more!
#migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.5: We can learn more about migraine AND those other conditions through the study of comorbidities. The siloing of health doesn't
help anyone. Similarly, the exclusion of the rarer sub-types from studies leaves huge gaps in knowledge. #migrainechat 
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RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.6: Speaking of, can we study the sub-types more? Can we stop pretending in the literature that abdominal migraine is something
that only occurs in kids and vestibular migraine is rare? A great deal of damage is done by the fixation on headache, leaving big gaps
#migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.7: and one last thing: we need someone to methodically work through all the folklore and "wisdom" about migraine to figure out
what actually works and what doesn't. I want data on the hacks, tips and tricks! #migrainechat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A4. It feels completely inaccessible to me. No time to read it. Paywall sites. Can't understand clinical language. My
own brain fog. #MigraineChat 

Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: Agreed, we need this more of this research. How do treatments work (or not) for those with various comorbidities -
not jus… 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
A6.8: Alright one more. I've been saying for some time that we need pharma to develop new pain and anti-depressant meds
specifically for the migraine brain. That obviously requires more research on how our brains work differently. #migrainechat 

RK Crosby @ktxby 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton great question! Given we're often dealing with docs who still think migraine is a vascular headache, it's
more common than not! I remind myself that the doctor works for me. We need to re-educate the entire medical profession, so start
with the one in front of you. #migrainechat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4: Paywalls in academic literature just HAVE TO STOP. HAVE TO. Is it taxpayer funded research? It’s ours. I hate
this so much. And yes, my PhD research is stuck behind paywalls (and no it’s not migraine-related), but if you want a PDF, DM me
and I’ll send a copy! #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Resources for managing migraine (and other) research: Pocket is a really helpful app/browser extension for saving
things to read for later. Mendeley is sort of an academic version of this for research papers. See if you local library has a Mendeley
license! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@janewhelan @HemingwayMuse I would love a subsidized migraine community... somewhere warm(ish)!! If I hit the lottery, it's the
first thing on my list. We'll hire our own headache specialist and other practitioners... and a chef! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @AdriaCL1: #migrainechat #neisvoid Was a MRI or CAT scan part of your migraine diagnosis or have you had one since then? If
so, did the… 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A6: My question to this answer wud be the crunch question "What treatments have actually worked"? Some
consultants keep things private but we are ALL looking for that right pill/medicIne/treatment, so what treatments have been a
success? It would b useful 2 know. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3: I did a lot of migraine research in the beginning (20 years ago). And then figured that was that. But
the field has changed SO MUCH since then, and I've only recently figured out my info is out of date & I have to get in the research
again. But now I'm sicker... 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton #MigraineChat A6: +1 comorbidities. I have had success applying MCAS remedies to help treat
migraine, so MCAS/Migraine. Also, migraine (esp. MBA) + EDS/JHS + CCI 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A5: No. Military drs dx'd me & then left me to get on w my life w no support (other than trying some
meds). I never knew there was a community or tried to figure out if there were trials/studies I could participate in. Still never seen a
migraine/headache specialist 
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One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: A6.3: I also think movement to expand endpoints of research that are more meaningful to patients is really
important. #Mig… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@BreatheMia @SarahLerner @beth_morton And visual issues in general. In addition to photophobia, I have all kinds of visual
disturbances, difficulty focusing my eyes, difficulty reading. Visual therapy made me so nauseated that they kicked me out. 1/2
#MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@BreatheMia @SarahLerner @beth_morton I'm diagnosed with Visual Snow Syndrome, but nobody knows what the hell to do about
it. One doctor told me to blink more. Another told me, "These things go away eventually." I mean, it's been 10 years. 2/2
#MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes! Altitude makes me much worse, so I moved from Denver to the Puget Sound area. I'm not
better, but I think I'd have gotten worse if I'd stayed in Denver. #MigraineChat 

ॐ~Tyffi Boo ~ॐ @TyffiBoo 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @nicolethomp27: Does anyone else get really bad gastroparesis with migraines? Anything help you? #migraine #neisvoid
#migrainechat 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @AdriaCL1: #migrainechat #neisvoid Was a MRI or CAT scan part of your migraine diagnosis or have you had one since then? If
so, did the… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @alanasaltz: I have a migraine med routine but insurance won’t cover enough of my triptan to follow what my doctor prescribed. I
always… 

Dr. Mac Lee @drmchenrylee 
Where do you seek help if you or a loved one has horrible migraines? MD, neurologist, ENT, dentist? #migraine #MigraineChat #TMJ 

K E R A B U R K E  @RadioKera 
FACT! If only people understood 😤 #MigraineChat #migrainegirl 

Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
Why would a well regarded neurologist who specializes in migraine utilize fragrances throughout their office & permit staff to wear lots
of personal fragrance? Of course I need them to help me & feel helpless to do anything about my reactions. #NeisVoid #MigraineChat 

Shaasidharan @shaasidharan 
Understand what migraine actually is and what happens during a migraine attack Full video: https://t.co/RxpyjeDjaj #MigraineChat
#migraine #healthandwellness #healthylifestyle #healthybody #health #healthylife #healthiswealth #healthy #currysoup #YouTube
#YouTuber #kuching https://t.co/aY41WZSi8A 

Linsey Knight 💙  ♀  @KnightLife99 
Thanks for the research @patientsfirstcd #MigraineChat 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @AdriaCL1: #migrainechat #neisvoid Was a MRI or CAT scan part of your migraine diagnosis or have you had one since then? If
so, did the… 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @nicolethomp27: Does anyone else get really bad gastroparesis with migraines? Anything help you? #migraine #neisvoid
#migrainechat 
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1_of_the_millions_missing (she/her) ♿  @Sick_Tired_2018 
Up @ 5am w/ #migraine from yesterday, cold GF pizza for b-fast, took a handful of meds (reg+rescue), showered, sent an email then
fell asleep. It appears maxalt works best when 😴. Tummy is 😡#mecfs #pots #NEISvoid #GERD #migrainechat #DisabilityTwitter
#reactivegastritis #sick 

Tight Lipped @TightLippedPod 
We heard that they're looking for stories about chronic pelvic pain! 

Shepard Maderer @shepard_maderer 
Wild thought, but maybe if we weren't such a legalistic, guilty-infused society, chronically-ill folks wouldn't hate asking for help so
much? **fake gasp** **initiate thoughtful rant** 1/6 #ChronicPain #ChronicMigraine #migrainechat #chronicillness
#supportoneanother 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @MaplesM78: Why would a well regarded neurologist who specializes in migraine utilize fragrances throughout their office &
permit staff… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Great thread ⬇  #MigraineChat 

Push Pop™  Yes Im The Candy @_paul_giamatti 
@calmandfunny #migrainechat 

Laika the Space Dog @MMendlowPhD 
Does anyone else experience facial flushing as part of their migraine prodrome? For me feeling like my head is burning up is one of
the top two indicators that I’m getting a migraine, but from what I can tell this isn’t typical? #NEISvoid #migrainechat 

[undead] @UndeadTiger 
RT @shepard_maderer: Wild thought, but maybe if we weren't such a legalistic, guilty-infused society, chronically-ill folks wouldn't
hate a… 

Jacaranda73 @jacaranga73 
#migrainechat #DisabilityTwitter 

Allison @NutmegDiaries 
If you get migraines, you've probably heard all sorts of 'remedies.' If you get them frequently, you may feel depressed. I know I did.
Check out my post below for my tips on managing (not curing!) your migraines and get your life back! #MigraineChat
https://t.co/LWDDx5IZJF 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @MMendlowPhD: Does anyone else experience facial flushing as part of their migraine prodrome? For me feeling like my head is
burning up… 

Ocean Dreams @wandringmermaid 
Has anybody tried these? #migrainechat https://t.co/AXfM6bQZoP 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @MMendlowPhD: Does anyone else experience facial flushing as part of their migraine prodrome? For me feeling like my head is
burning up… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@MMendlowPhD @bennessb I do, and I don’t think it’s especially uncommon. Not hearing much about it is more a function of
stubborn assumptions about what #Migraine entails, IMO. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@KittenBalerion @MMendlowPhD Solidarity. #Migraine-related hot flash central over here, and I hate it. #MigraineChat 
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modelcitizen72 @modelcitizen72 
RT @MMendlowPhD: Does anyone else experience facial flushing as part of their migraine prodrome? For me feeling like my head is
burning up… 

Allison @NutmegDiaries 
Are you a fellow migraine sufferer? Take a look at my tips to help you manage your migraines. It's not a cure, I still get them, but these
tips do help me live my life. #migrainewarrior #MigraineChat https://t.co/LWDDx5IZJF 

Jenn R-J @jennfel 
RT @BlanketSea: Submissions are now OPEN! Send us your poetry and CNF microchapbooks for our Awareness & Advocacy
series. Themes of chronic… 

R.D. Hayes (Flo) @rosahayes 
Hemiplegic Migraines make it hard for me to read. I can have one and it will be days before my vision is fixed. #HemiplegicMigraine
#migrainechat #ThePainIsReal 

Chronically Iliana ⚠  TW: CI, Mental Health, ED @ChronicIliana 
#Biofeedbacktherapy is there any sort of haptic feedback device for #heartratevariability training? #hrv #hrvtraining #nasa would be
helpful for calming my anxiety attacks if I have a haptic input to focus my breathing on and get out of the #anxietyattack #POTS
#migrainechat 
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